Host AGM_John (Hayden theme.wav)

Host AGM_John says:
Prolog: The Hayden remains docked at SB69. Festivities celebrating the end of the war have been continuous for the last 48 hours.

Host AGM_John says:
and now....

Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<Resume mission>>>>>>>

CSO_Gol says:
@Wyatt: Draw!

CSO_Gol says:
@::draws gun and starts firing at Wyatt and Doc Holiday, the Kid does the same::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: a small shuttle docks at the SB

FC_Triton says:
::sitting in big chair, thinking that the CO knows how to punish a young officer very well::

CNS_Tyler says:
::finishes up a report and leaves to return to the SB::

CMOLinard says:
::is in Sickbay working in her Laboratory cubicle::

CNS_Tyler says:
@::leaves the ship and walks through the docking bays toward the station proper::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@::Exits the shuttle and walks onto the station::

FC_Triton says:
::goes over crew reports...bored::

CSO_Gol says:
@::the Kid is shot down, while I suffer a shot to the arm:: Aloud: Maybe I shouldn't have turned the blasted safety protocols off!

CMOLinard says:
::goes to replicator::

CMOLinard  (Earlgrey.wav)

Host Adm_Klord says:
@::makes his way to the Station Commanders office::

CSO_Gol @Computer: End program.  Exit. (HolodeckDoors.wav)

CMOLinard says:
::smells the soothing aroma of her beverage::

CSO_Gol says:
@*CMO* Doctor are you on the Hayden?

Host Adm_Klord says:
@::gets in a rather loud argument with the SC about how he has been treating one of the Hayden's crew::

CMOLinard says:
*CSO* Yes sir

CNS_Tyler says:
@::stands at the bay doors and watches a few moments before joining in the festivities.::

CSO_Gol says:
@*CMO* Good I need you to treat a bullet wound.  ::hopes the doctor doesn't ask any questions::

FC_Triton says:
::practices his "command" gestures::

CSO_Gol says:
@::returns to the ship::

CMOLinard says:
*CSO* Acknowledged

CMOLinard says:
::thinks...bullet wound?::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@::pocking the Commander in his chest::SC: ..and furthermore....you are to leave any disciplinary actions to me!!::roaring::

FC_Triton says:
::begins giving orders to invisible crew, stands making grand movements::

CNS_Tyler says:
@::goes to meet Talla in the lounge::

CSO_Gol ::enters TL:: TL: Sickbay. (Deck.wav)

CSO_Gol says:
::exits TL and enters sickbay:: CMO: What's up, Doc!

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Commander: one last thing....I will need a meeting room for a few minutes....

FC_Triton says:
[=p

CMOLinard says:
::exits cubicle and sees the CSO..and blood::

CNS_Tyler says:
@::tries to see past the crowd, but doesn't see her::

CSO_Gol says:
::starts looking queasy from blood loss::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@<SC> ::sullenly:: you may use meeting room 3

FC_Triton says:
::gets caught up in an imaginary bridge invasion by the Breen...begins wildly shooting his invisible phaser::

CMOLinard says:
::quickly goes to him and runs a scanner over his arm:: CSO: what happened?

Host Adm_Klord says:
@::decides to get the work out of the way and heads to MR3::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@::enters room::

CSO_Gol says:
CMO: My doctor you look like you're having a wonderful time here.  ::begins laughing for no apparent reason::

CSO_Gol says:
CMO: What do you think?  I got shot! Shesh!

CNS_Tyler says:
@::feels a tap on her shoulder and turns to see a familiar face... with a gesture Talla suggests they go for a walk... away from the noise::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@::taps console::<Comm>Adm. Klord to Hayden

FC_Triton says:
::the heroic Lt loses his weapon and must engage in hand to hand with at least five breen soldiers...maybe ten::

CMOLinard says:
::eyes CSO and grins::CSO: Oh I'm having a ball can't you tell?

FC_Triton says:
::startled by hail::

CMOLinard says:
::smiles to herself::CSO: Very well then...::motions with her hand to biobed:: over here then

CSO_Gol says:
CMO: Yep, you been hogging all the fun down here and not letting any of us in on it.  ::starts flailing good arm around sickbay::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@::frowns at the lack of answer and flips a switch  just in time to view Triton fighting imaginary foes::

CNS_Tyler says:
@::as they walk, they talk about the stories they've heard and about the celebrations::

FC_Triton says:
::taps console:: <Comm>: Lt Zaldivar here , How can I help you sir?  ::doesn't know if Adm. saw his shenanigans::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@::clears throat:: Ahem! Adm. Klord to Hayden!

CMOLinard says:
::giggles at CSO:: CSO: Well, I'm glad you decided to join me Lt.

Jexta says:
:: starting to wake up.. with a bad headache.. ::

FC_Triton says:
*ADM*:: Yes sir! ::salutes::

CSO_Gol says:
CMO: The pleasure is all mine I assure you. ::starts laughing again::

CNS_Tyler says:
@Talla:  you mean that you've kept yourself hidden in sickbay the last two days?

Host Adm_Klord says:
@*Zaldivar* I will be speaking to you later...::frowns again:: for now I need to see Lt. Gol in meeting room 3 on the station

CMOLinard says:
::heals wound with dermal regenerator:: CSO: you seems awful nervous about something Lt.....is everything ok?

CSO_Gol says:
::looks sternly at Kathleen:: CMO: Doctor, do you think I'm suffering the effects of severe blood loss?

FC_Triton says:
*ADM*: Sir Lt Gol is on the station, it may take a moment for me too find him.  but I will pass on the request.

CNS_Tyler says:
@<Tyria>: You know me, as long as there is someone there...

Jexta says:
:: look around.. see Gol trying to flirt with Doctor Linard.. ::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@*Zaldivar* My records show he is not on the station....

CMOLinard says:
::looks at the site of the tiny flesh wound::CSO: I doubt it....the bullet didn't get very deep.

FC_Triton says:
Computer: Location of Lt. Gol?

CSO_Gol says:
::looks wide eyed at the doctor:: CMO: Me? Hiding something? Why doctor, I am appealed at the notion of such a thing.

CNS_Tyler says:
@::shakes her head and smiles::Talla: Some how I do believe  you.

FC_Triton says:
<COMP>: Lt Danvar Gol is in sickbay.

Host Adm_Klord says:
@:;wondering about the efficiency of the young officer::

Jexta says:
:: Pretend to be asleep.. but watching with one eye the scene.. ::

CMOLinard says:
::grins at CSO:: CSO: alright...I just thought I'd ask....::knows he is embarrassed about something and is trying hard to hide it::

FC_Triton says:
*ADM*: Sorry sir. he's on the Hayden.  He never requested permission to board.  I will give him his orders immediately.

Host Adm_Klord says:
@::nods: Klord out

Host Adm_Klord says:
@:;closes connection::

CNS_Tyler says:
@Talla:  what did you want to see me about?

FC_Triton says:
::lets out the breath he had been holding the whole time::

CSO_Gol says:
::straightens up:: CMO: Fine doctor you don't have to beat it out of me, I turned the safety protocols off in the holosuite during a shot out in the Old West.

FC_Triton says:
*CMO*: Doctor why is Lt Gol in sickbay?

Host Adm_Klord says:
@:;scratches head thoughtfully::

CNS_Tyler says:
@<Talla> Cns: it's not important, besides I need to get back to sickbay

Jexta says:
:: .. As he look at Gol's action.. he began to wonder if Kath is not the one hypnotizing the male officers..... ::

Jexta says:
:: ... making them do strange things and all.. ::

CMOLinard says:
::looks to Gol before answering:: CSO: you want me to tell him..or would you prefer I stretch the truth?

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Computer: location of the Hayden's Cnlr?

Host Adm_Klord says:
@<Computer> Cns. Tyler is in the station lounge

CSO_Gol says:
CMO: Stretch it please.

CNS_Tyler says:
@<Talla>:: walks away leaving Tyria confused::

CMOLinard says:
*FCO* He's just here for a little therapy Lt...do you need him for anything?

CNS_Tyler says:
@::watches her friend walk away, knowing something is bothering her that she can't talk about::

FC_Triton says:
*CMO*: Kathleen?  Admiral Klord is looking for him.  What is his status?

Jexta says:
:: Began to open his 2 eye and look at Kathleen and Gol discussing with each other.. ::

CSO_Gol says:
::smiles at doctor for the assistance:: CMO: Thanks. ::whispered::

CMOLinard says:
::finishes with Gol:: *FCO* He's just finishing up here.

Host Adm_Klord says:
@*Cns.Turner* Cns, are you busy right now?

CMOLinard says:
CSO: There you are Lt.....glad to be of service...::grins::

CSO_Gol says:
*FCO*: Where shall I meet with him Lt?

CSO_Gol says:
CMO: Thank you, doctor.

CMOLinard says:
::nods to CSO::

Jexta says:
:: Looking at what is going on.. suddenly wonder how long he remained asleep.. ::

FC_Triton says:
*CSO*: Lt. Gol, Adm. Klord is waiting for you in Conference room 3..  Danvar he wasn't very happy...

CNS_Tyler says:
@*Adm.Klord*No Sir, my plans just changed.

CSO_Gol says:
*CSO* Thank you Eugene, I'll prepare myself.  Gol out.

FC_Triton says:
*CMO*: how is Jexta doing??

Jexta says:
:; trying to find a computer with time on it.. ::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@*Cns*: Cns, I would like a complete report on Lt.Zaldivar at your earliest convenience

CSO_Gol ::leaves sickbay and enters TL:: TL: Starbase entrance. (Deck.wav)

Jexta says:
:; hear Triton asking about him via the comm.. .. wonder if Kathleen will take a look at him.. ::

CMOLinard says:
::looks to Jexta:: *FCO* He's awake....that's all I know at the moment

CNS_Tyler says:
@::curious:: *Adm.* Yes, Sir.  I'll have it for you as quickly as I can.

FC_Triton says:
*CMO*: take good care of him...  *OPS*: Jexta you follow her orders...

Host Adm_Klord says:
@*Cns*: Thank you, Klord out

Jexta says:
:: Wonder if she knows why he was sedatize.... ::

CMOLinard says:
::still looking at Jexta:: *FCO* Oh I will...Linard out

CSO_Gol @::upon entering starbase heads for nearest TL:: TL: Conference room 3. (Deck.wav)

Jexta says:
:: Trying to find his commbadge to respond but decide not to bother.. ::

CSO_Gol says:
@::exits TL and enters conference room 3::

CMOLinard says:
::quickly enters last medical procedure into database and makes her way over to Jexta::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@::looks up as Gol enters::

Jexta says:
:: Look at the CMO:: CMO: How long have I been sleeping ?

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: how are you this morning Lt?

CNS_Tyler says:
@::glances around the room once more and walks back to the Hayden::

CSO_Gol says:
@Adm: Lt Danvar Gol reporting as ordered. ::stands at attention::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Gol: good to see you::engulfs him in a massive bear hug::

CMOLinard says:
::checks chronometer:: Jexta: Let's just say you had a good nights rest...::grins::

FC_Triton says:
::kissing his pips good-bye after the last communique with the Admiral::

Jexta says:
CMO: That explains why I feel so energetic than.. :: trying to stand up.. ::

CSO_Gol says:
@::returns the hug:: Adm: As am I Admiral, I trust you are happy about the good news?

Jexta says:
:: listening to his stomach.. :: CMO:.. and so hungry..

CMOLinard says:
::sees if jexta can stand on his own::

CNS_Tyler says:
@::stops just outside the ship::*FCO* Permission to come aboard Lt?

Jexta says:
:: Getting up and try to walk toward the replicator.. ::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@::laughs and slaps Gol on the back hard:: Indeed it is very good news. But it isn't done yet....

CSO_Gol says:
@Adm: You know I have a bottle of bloodwine in my quarters, it's 2270.  A very good year.

CMOLinard says:
::watches Jexta::

FC_Triton says:
::surprise::*CNS* permission granted.

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Gol: only one bottle? ::wishing for a keg::

Jexta says:
:: Pretend that he is in perfect control of his movement.. ::CMO; Did you had your breakfast yet doctor ?

CNS_Tyler says:
@::notes the tone of surprise in his voice as she enters and heads for the TL::

CSO_Gol says:
@Adm: Unfortunately so sir.

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Gol: you are undoubtedly aware that the war is over. There is much work to do to restore the Federation to its former glory. Many of the smaller settlements are in terrible need of medical supplies and attention.

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: Yes, thanks.......::eyes the Lt. carefully...knowing he is still a little weak::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Gol: Stations are at half capacity....The entire infrastructure needs rebuilding. Once this is accomplished perhaps we can get back to exploring the galaxy. ::wistfully::

CSO_Gol says:
@Adm: Yes, I would assume as much.  Are we to lend aid?

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Gol: indeed we are

FC_Triton says:
::wonders if anyone would notice, if he took the hayden out for a few maneuvers?::

CNS_Tyler says:
::walks to the lift::TL: Bridge

Jexta says:
:: Approach the replicator.. :: CMO; Very well than, I will eat alone.. One glass of P'runa Juice and One bowl of oatmeal ..

Jexta  (Replicator.wav)

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Gol: I'm issuing orders for the Hayden to transport medical supplies and to aid in their use for the planet Y'sorpel in the Kcis system. See that the Hayden is fully supplied and equipped within ten hours.

CSO_Gol says:
@Adm: Yes sir.  It would be an honor to help those that have suffered at the hands of the Dominion.

FC_Triton says:
::just sitting there thinking of new attack patterns::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Gol: oh, and maybe you can save that wine for another time?

Jexta says:
:; Take his plate and head back toward his bed.. ..  beginning to think that Kathleen was not inform of what happened last night.. ::

CNS_Tyler says:
::exits the TL and walks onto the bridge::

Jexta says:
CMO: How is Alexia ?

Host Adm_Klord says:
@:;hopeful::

CSO_Gol says:
@Adm: You can count on it.

FC_Triton says:
CNS: welcome to the bridge Counselor.

FC_Triton says:
::not surprised::

CMOLinard says:
::taps at her console while he gets himself breakfast:: Jexta: My nurse told me there was a little rucus here last night

Host Adm_Klord says:
@::smiles and laughs loudly:: You are dismissed then. You have work to do

CNS_Tyler says:
::looking around at the empty consoles::FCO: Thank you.  I didn't expect this small of a skeleton crew.

Jexta says:
:: Acting like he's wondering what the CMO is referring to.... ::CMO: Alexia caused some trouble ?

FC_Triton says:
CNS: Its not hard to crew a ship that's not doing anything.

CSO_Gol says:
@Adm: Yes sir.  ::smiles and then turns to leave::

CNS_Tyler says:
::studies the FCO a moment::FCO:  Of course...

CMOLinard says:
::grins:: Jexta: Well that too....she's having a little trouble settling down.....but I mean with you...you were a little difficult I was told

CSO_Gol @::enters TL:: TL: The Hayden (Deck.wav)

CNS_Tyler says:
FCO:  What have you been doing to keep yourself busy?

Jexta says:
CMO: Oh.. .. :: wondering if he should add something.. :: Well.. eee.. I was just worried a little..

Jexta says:
:: sapping his glass once again and eating a little.. ::

CMOLinard says:
::chuckles:: Jexta: That's putting it mildly....can you tell me why you tried to transport over to the station?

CSO_Gol ::taps comm badge:: FCO: Recall all Hayden personnel we are to lend aid to the Y'sorpel. (#.wav)

FC_Triton says:
CNS: mostly I've been bored...the occasional day dream or crew report are the only things I've got here.

FC_Triton says:
*CSO*: Aye sir.

Host Adm_Klord says:
@:;decides he will take a short walk about the Hayden::

CNS_Tyler says:
::thinks this could be interesting:: FCO:  What have you been daydreaming about?

Jexta says:
:: Not sure if he should tell her the truth.. :: CMO: Well.. eee.. Did Nurse Abbott mention to you what I was trying to do and why I was doing it ?

CSO_Gol @::exits TL and enters the Hayden and her nearest TL:: TL: Bridge. (Deck.wav)

FC_Triton says:
*ALL Hands*: All crew return to the Hayden.  We have new orders and will be prepping for departure.

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: She did...but I'd like to hear your side of it....::looks into his eyes and waits for an explanation::

Host Adm_Klord says:
::enters the Hayden through an access port::

FC_Triton says:
CNS: sorry counselor. I was just thinking tactics...keeping sharp

CSO_Gol says:
::exits TL and enters the bridge:: FCO: See that we are fully supplied and ready to depart in 9 hours.

Host Adm_Klord says:
::wanders about in Engineering stroaking the engines fondly::

Jexta says:
:: Put his plate down... :: CMO: When is the last time you run a complete physical on Lt. Zaldivar.. ?

FC_Triton says:
*CEO*: Danos make sure everything is working. you have 7 hrs.

CNS_Tyler says:
::thinks about crew reports..::FCO: What kind of.. ::sees Gol enter and decides not to ask::

FC_Triton says:
*CMO* please re-stock sickbay we depart on new orders in 9 hours.

CSO_Gol says:
::smiles at Triton:: FCO: Good job Lt.

Jexta says:
:: hear Triton via the comm.. grab his commbadge.. ::

CSO_Gol says:
Cns: Please counselor don't stop on account of me.

FC_Triton says:
:;stands to let CSO take big chair:: CSO: thank you sir.

CNS_Tyler says:
CSO: Good Morning Lt.  ::smiles::

CMOLinard says:
::thinks...."last night" but refrains from giving that answer:: Jexta: He had one last week...why?

Host Adm_Klord says:
::hears orders for the CEO but doesn't see him so he responds:: FCO: Engineering Aye

CMOLinard says:
*FCO* Acknowledged

CSO_Gol says:
Cns: Good morning, as you were saying.... ::sits down smiling::

Jexta says:
CMO: I was wondering if Triton was not an alien in disguise after checking some of the data you have collected on him during the past few months.. from the moment you and him apparently started to date each other and a little before that even..

FC_Triton says:
*Engineering*: thank you crewman, please let Ens. Danos know to report in with the bridge as soon as he returns to his station.

Jexta says:
:: Looking around.. trying to find his uniform.. ::

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: How did you come to this conclusion?

Host Adm_Klord says:
::taps badge:: *Cns.* Cns. do you have the report I requested?

Jexta says:
*FCO*: Jexta to Lt.Zaldivar.. have you receive any message for me from Admiral Klord ?

CNS_Tyler says:
CSO:  Yes, sir...  ::looks at Triton:: FCO:  As soon as you are available, I would like to finish this discussion.

CSO_Gol says:
::runs a few diagnostics on the ships systems::

FC_Triton says:
*CMO*: Linard, i apologize the hayden departs in 9 hours you only have 7 hrs to prepare.

CNS_Tyler says:
*Adm.* It should be ready shortly.

Jexta says:
:: Approach a panel.. push a few buttons.. and show a series of stardate and information.. ::

CMOLinard says:
::goes to a locker and gets his uniform for him::

Host Adm_Klord says:
*Cns>* Notify me and I will pick it up personally

CNS_Tyler says:
::leaves the bridge without waiting for Triton to answer::

FC_Triton says:
*Jexta*: Yes Jexta I have spoken with the Admiral today...but you should be resting.

CNS_Tyler says:
*Adm* Aye, sir.

Host Adm_Klord says:
Computer: Location Of Lt.JG Jexta?

Jexta says:
*FCO*: I'm doing better sir.. I think I will be able to receive my next assignment..

CNS_Tyler says:
::enters TL:: TL: deck 6

FC_Triton says:
*CNS*: you left too quickly for me to respond.  I'm busy right now but if I am being ordered into counseling I will make room for you on my schedule.

Host Adm_Klord says:
<Computer> Jexta is in Sick Bay

Host Adm_Klord says:
:;Nods and heads to SB::

CMOLinard says:
::hands Jexta his uniform::

Jexta says:
:: see the CMO approaching with his uniform.. :: CMO: During the past 9 months.. Lt.Zaldivar has change dramatically.. at one point.. he even tried to kill someone.. he was also severely injured some others time and was brought to sickbay....

CSO_Gol says:
*All senior ship's personnel* Attention, please have your reports to me in 8 hours.  I want this ship ready to lend aid to those who've suffered so greatly.

Jexta says:
CMO: Thanks you sir..

FC_Triton says:
*CMO*: Dr. if Mr. Lalore is indeed ready for duty please release him to the bridge.

CMOLinard says:
*FCO* understood

CNS_Tyler says:
::exits the lift and walks to her quarters, quickly sits down at her desk:: *FCO* Very good, Lt.  I'll expect to see your name on my schedule at your earliest convenience.

Jexta says:
:: take his uniform.. ::

Host Adm_Klord says:
::enters SB::

CMOLinard says:
*FCO* All right..he's on his way

Jexta says:
:: see admiral Klord arrive while he's still in his pyjama :: Klord:  Sir.. it's a pleasure to see you ..

FC_Triton says:
*CNS*: Have i been ordered for counseling?

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: If he was an impostor of some sort...don't you think I would have sensed that by now?

CNS_Tyler says:
::opens Zaldivar's files and reviews them... then begins the report for the Admiral::

Host Adm_Klord says:
Jexta: ::hears his orders:: Jexta I will need a few minutes with you when you have time....it can wait

FC_Triton says:
CSO: here are the readouts of ship repairs and current status ::hands Lt a PADD::

Host Adm_Klord says:
Jexta: the pleasure is mutual

CNS_Tyler says:
*FCO* Mr. Zaldivar, it is past time for your review.  Yes, consider it an order.

Host Adm_Klord says:
::Nods to the good DR.::

CSO_Gol says:
::takes PADD and nods in approval::

CMOLinard says:
::taps on her padd for Lt. Jexta's release:: Lalore:

CMOLinard says:
::smiles and Nods to Klord:: Klord: Sir

Jexta says:
Klord: I was almost done sir.. my report will be sent to you in 4 hours sir and I will be ready to transfer back to the station until I receive my new assignment..

FC_Triton says:
CSO: sir I don not think that I should be away from my duties at this time. Can you override the Counselors order?

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Yes, I can.

Host Adm_Klord says:
Jexta: That's good, for now it seems you are needed on the bridge

CMOLinard says:
::readies her report for stocking supplies::

Jexta says:
Klord: Aye sir.. I will help the Hayden crew before it's departure..

Host Adm_Klord says:
::nods and walks out::

CNS_Tyler says:
::makes a tsk tsk sound while reviewing the file... then completes the report... wishing she had a current review to base her report on instead of Kent's old files::

Jexta says:
CMO: I you'll excuse me doctor.. I have to change.. but I will be please to discussed this with you before leaving for Starbase 69..

CMOLinard says:
::hands Jexta a padd:: Jexta: here's your release, Lalore....you're in perfect health....just take it easy a little for the first while

Jexta says:
CMO: Thank you.. :: grab the padd and heads out toward his quarters.. ::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Thank you sir I would appreciate that.  ::sits at the helm relieved to have gotten out of counseling::

CNS_Tyler says:
*Adm*: The report you requested is complete.  It will be available at your convenience.

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: I didn't say I would, I said I could.  You really should listen more closely.

Jexta says:
:: trying to catch up with Admiral Klord.. with his uniform in one hand and the padd in another.. :: Klord: Do you have anything to say to me sir ?

CMOLinard says:
::watches him leave before going to her lab to prepare her list for emergency medical supplies::

Host Adm_Klord says:
<<<<<<<<<Pause mission>>>>>>>>>



